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About the project

Project overview

Divine Delights Haven

Devine delight heaven is not just a website its a virtual paradise for 
those who believe in the power of sweetness here you can find the 
most delicious desserts and cakes for everyone and all holidays.We 
made sure that all users could see the ingredients of desserts and 
also be able to distinguish vegan ones from sugar-free ones.

User research
I conducted extensive user research to gain insights into the needs,

through surveys and interviews.Research has shown that our users 
are mostly women from 18 to 35 years old and when purchasing 
desserts, they pay great attention to ingredients

Who we designed for?

User personas
Based on my interviews and survey I created these personas

Lucy Hale
Age:19

Gender:female

Occupation:Doctor

Status:single

Location:Armenia

Lucy often uses online food delivery,doesn’t eat 
sweets often,but when purchasing, pays special 
attention to appearance,she wants to see customer 
comments and ingredients for all desserts on the 
website

Mary Divine
Age:25

Gender:female

Occupation:SMM specialist

Status:single

Location:Armenia

Mary often uses online food delivery, loves sweets 
and buys 4-5 times a month,she does not eat gluten 
and wants the description of desserts to have some 
kind of distinctive sign to make it easier to make a 
choice

A sitemap is essentially a guide that 
outlines the main pages on a site and 
their relationship to each other, showing 
how they’re connected and where each 
page fits into the bigger picture.

Information architecture
Once you understand how a user behaves and seeks information, you can design a 
successful sitemap , website navigation, user flows and so on.

Sitemap

Color Palette

Typography

Wireframing

main screens
Here are some of the main screens from website and application. 
They were designed for unique dessert shop.
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Balancing simplicity for beginners 
with advanced features for 
experienced users can be 
challenging. Designing an interface 
that caters to both

audiences without overwhelming or 
confusing them is crucial.


